Simple Pursuit
Matt Redman, Sam Bailey, Nick Herbert, Ben Cantelon

Intro
| Dmaj7 / | A / |

Verse 1
D   A   D   A
God take us back, the place we began
D   A   D   A
the simple pursuit of nothing but You
D   A   D   A
The innocence of a heart in Your hands
D   A   A
God take us back, D God take us back

Channel
D   A/C#
To an unswerving faith in the power of Your name
F#m   A/E
a heart beating for Your kingdom to reign
D   A/C#
a church that is known for Your presence again
F#m   E
God take us back

Chorus
Dmaj7   A
Nothing and no one comes close to You
F#m   E(add4)
Nothing could ever come close
Dmaj7   A
Nothing and no one; it’s You, and You
F#,   E
Nothing could ever come close

Verse 2
D   A   D   A
Keep our hearts real, keep Your grace close
D   A   D   A
You’re bringing us back, You’re bringing us home

Channel

Chorus

Instrumental

Chorus

Chorus
Simple Pursuit
Matt Redman, Sam Bailey, Nick Herbert, Ben Cantelon
Ab • 124 bpm • 6/8

Intro
| Dbmaj7 | Ab |

Verse 1
Db Ab Db Ab
God take us back, the place we began
Db Ab Db Ab
the simple pursuit of nothing but You
Db Ab Db Ab
The innocence of a heart in Your hands
Db Ab Ab
God take us back, D God take us back

Channel
Db Ab/C
To an unswerving faith in the power of Your name
Fm Ab/Eb
a heart beating for Your kingdom to reign
Db Ab/C
a church that is known for Your presence again
Fm Eb
God take us back

Chorus
Dbmaj7 Ab
Nothing and no one comes close to You
Fm Eb/add4
Nothing could ever come close
Dbmaj7 Ab
Nothing and no one; it’s You, and You,
F#, Eb
Nothing could ever come close

Verse 2
Db Ab Db Ab
Keep our hearts real, keep Your grace close
Db Fm Ab
You’re bringing us back, You’re bringing us home

Channel
Chorus

Instrumental

Chorus

Chorus
Simple Pursuit
Matt Redman, Sam Bailey, Nick Herbert, Ben Cantelon
C • 124 bpm • 6/8

Intro
| Fmaj7 | C |

Verse 1
F C F C
God take us back, the place we began
F C F C
the simple pursuit of nothing but You
F C F C
The innocence of a heart in Your hands
F C C C
God take us back, D God take us back

Channel
F C/E
To an unswerving faith in the power of Your name
Am C/G
a heart beating for Your kingdom to reign
F C/E
a church that is known for Your presence again
Am G
God take us back

Chorus
Fmaj7 C
Nothing and no one comes close to You
Am G(add4)
Nothing could ever come close
Fmaj7 C
Nothing and no one; it's You, and You,
F# G
Nothing could ever come close

Verse 2
F C F C
Keep our hearts real, keep Your grace close
F C F C
You're bringing us back, You're bringing us home

Channel

Chorus

Instrumental
| Fmaj7 | C /// | Am /// | G(add4) /// |
| Am /// | C /// | Am /// | G(add4) /// |

Chorus